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Opposite: 10cc performed at the Brigewater Hall on the last night of their UK tour. Below: Tour Manager and FOH Engineer Jon
Sword has recently started using a Cadac CDC eight digital console; The band played their legendary Sheet Music album in full.

OUR LITTLE PIECE OF HEAVEN: CADAC’S FLAGSHIP
CONSOLE SOUNDS OUT 10CC’S UK TOUR
SINCE THEIR INCEPTION IN 1972, BRITISH ROCK BAND 10CC HAVE NEVER BEEN SHORT OF TALENT.
FORMED BY MUSICIANS WHO COULD SING, WRITE AND PRODUCE THEIR OWN RECORDS BUILT THE
FOUNDATION FOR WHAT WOULD LATER BECOME A LEGENDARY ACT. 43 YEARS ON, 10CC ARE STILL VERY
MUCH APPRECIATED TODAY - BOTH ON VINTAGE VINYL AND ON TOUR. TPi’S KELLY MURRAY SPOKE TO
THEIR FOH ENGINEER, JON SWORD ABOUT HIS ADMIRATION FOR THE BAND AND HIS NEW FAVOURITE
MIXING CONSOLE, CADAC’S FLAGSHIP CDC EIGHT.
Originally comprising the artistry of Graham
Gouldman, Kevin Godley, Lol Crème and
Eric Stewart, the band recorded some
now-legendary albums in their own studio,
Strawberry Recording Studios, based in
Stockport, Greater Manchester, UK. The
facility offered the north of England a
professional recording environment and
soon became very popular. History was
made for several other artists at Strawberry
too, including Paul McCartney, The Smiths
and Joy Division. The building also happens
to be the home of TPi and Mondiale
Publishing. As I type this article from what
was the studio’s control room, it’s hard not
to notice that the walls are adorned with
10cc gold discs and memorabilia, showing
the band’s clear musical imprint.
In 1976 Godley and Creme left the band,
leaving Gouldman and Stewart as the main
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creative forces behind 10cc. Upon Stewart’s
1996 departure, Gouldman continued to tour
with a new line up from 1999. The current line
up comprises Gouldman, Paul Burgess, Rick
Fenn, Keith Hayman and Mick Wilson and the
band continue to successfully tour today.
On the last night of their recent UK tour,
Manchester’s Bridgewater Hall became the
setting for a 10cc homecoming gig, with
Gouldman declaring: “What better place to end
the tour?” During an impeccable soundcheck,
the band joked and jammed with ease,
engulfing the venue’s tricky architechture. At
the helm is Jon Sword, both FOH Engineer
and Tour Manager to the band. Like many of
you reading this will surely be able to relate to,
Sword got his own start in the audio industry
when he was in a college band and started to
question the bad sound at gigs. By chance, an
onlooker was observing his skills and asked if he

was an engineer. When Sword explained that
his wasn’t, he was then asked if he’d like to be.
“It happened to be Brian Poole of the Tremoloes
who was asking the question. Of course I said
yes! I earned £25 per day back then. A week
after that conversation I found myself in Spain
and I’ve been touring the world ever since!”
After mixing for the likes of the Feeling and
Sophie Ellis Bextor, Sword is currently three
years into his role(s) with 10cc. It’s a journey
which has afforded him the opportunity to test
out various desks over the years, and today
Sword is using a Cadac CDC eight desk. He told
TPi: “I don’t like many digital products because
they’re not creative in my mind. This dawned
on me a couple of years ago when I was mixing
at Pucklepop festival in Belgium. I was in a
situation where a young engineer asked me
where the touchscreen was on the Midas XL3
console that had been provided. I thought to

myself ‘right, that’s it; it’s time to embrace the
digital world because the new generation don’t
know the analogue one!’”  
For 10cc’s tour, Phil McDaniel of rental
company ESS suggested Sword try out the new
Cadac desk, a suggestion he was open to. “I’ve
been lucky enough to take out the first lot of
DiGiCo SDs and Soundcraft Vis over the years so
my thinking is that if a product is good enough,
why not champion it? Obviously you have to test
it out first, so I was happy to give it a go. The
great thing about Cadac products is that they
sound amazing; they’re known for really great
sound quality.”
Sound quality is a vital feature, but for a
band like 10cc, there could be no compromise.
“The band has a very dynamic mix. It took me
almost a year to get this fluid with their sound,
not just the core of it, but every tiny aspect. I
had to learn how nail it. Graham’s been doing
this for over 40 years and the whole band is
incredible at what they do. 10cc were pioneers

of studio production in the 70s and their work
still stands up in a concert hall now. Everything
has to be heard with this band, so in that sense,
this is either the best or the worst job in the
world!” he laughed. “What I mean is, they’re
very critical and because of that, it keeps the
relationship interactive. It keeps me on my toes
and I really like that. This isn’t a band that you
can stand away from the desk with; you’ve
always got to be hands-on to deliver. It’s a
multi-talented, complex set up.”
The tour is set up without the aid of a
support band; instead 10cc play two sets, the
first being their second studio album Sheet
Music played in its entirety and after an interval,
they come back and play their best-known
hits. A venue such as the Bridgewater Hall has
a natural sound to it which in this instance,
requires some taming from Sword. The band
do however, trust him implicitly, and the Cadac
CDC eight has been worked out very well.
The console is Cadac’s flagship digital live
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Below: Rental company ESS supplied the audio rig for the tour which also comprised a Turbosound PA and a Sennheiser G3 IEM package.

sound console, designed specifically for the
demanding worlds of concert touring and fixed
installation. Perhaps what set’s Cadac apart
with this product is the innovative approach to
its user interface. Gone are the multiple strips
of restrictive fixed physical controls found on
conventional analogue and a majority of digital
consoles, instead replaced with an intuitive
user interface accessed by 24-inch HD LCD
touchscreens. The console has been designed to
be far less menu dependent than other digital
consoles. The combination of this user interface
with the Cadac mic-pres, and state-of-the art
DSP and FPGA processing technology, makes
the desk a unique proposition for those who
do not want to be faced with audio or creative
compromises.
Digital encoders, which display the clean and
logical graphical user interface surround the
touchscreens. This arrangement naturally leads
to an instinctive use of contemporary touch
and traditional encoders to access the features
on the console. An additional centrally located
6-inch LCD touchscreen provides quick access to
the advanced system controls and automation
functions.
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“The wonderful thing about this desk is how
simple it is. Simplicity is key, and now I have it,”
said Sword. “I never get feedback with this desk;
it just sounds musical to me. It gives me the best
clarity with the least effort and therefore allows
me to mix rather that fight problems.” The
support of the Cadac team has also made the
transition to a new desk a smooth operation.
“Cadac feels like a bespoke company to me. I
know that it’s not, but they’ve been so great
to work with that that’s kind of how I feel. For
example, when I first took it out, I had a couple
of slight software issues, as you’d get with any
new desk, but it was rectified straight away.
Rob [Hughes] and James [Godbehear] have been
great. When you get that support, it all feels
very personal.”
The rest of the audio set up was supplied by
ESS. Phil McDaniel told TPi: “We provided 16
stacks of Turbosound Aspect 890 system with
TSW218 subs, configured in a ground stack
formation, flown hangs, and in and out fills
where required.” For monitor duty, a Yamaha
PM5D-RH was positioned on stage and the
band wore Sennheiser G3 IEM systems, yet it
was the Cadac CDC eight at FOH which stole

the show: “It has unequalled audio quality, and
innovative workflow layout and we’ve had an
open and engineer-led feedback program via
Cadac’s Rob Hughes,” he added.  
After a set list which included I’m not in
Love and Dreadlock Holiday, the crowd were
treated to a truly stunning a capella adaptation
of Donna before Rubber Bullets shot the
dancing crowd a kiss goodnight. As a nod of
respect to his touring crew, frontman Graham
Gouldman thanked his road staff, from Sword to
the truck drivers, without which he explained,
“This wouldn’t be possible.”
After 44 years, it’s refreshing to
acknowledge that talent hasn’t overridden
humility, and the work of Sword and the rest of
the production team is stil duly noted. As the
lights came up at the end of another successful
UK tour, Sword resonated his earlier thoughts:
“I’m happy with that,” he said. “I really do
believe this is the best sounding digital desk I’ve
ever used.”
TPi
www.10ccworld.com
www.cadac-sound.com
www.esspahire.co.uk

